Parental Permission Form & Agreement – ReStore Volunteering

Greater Rochester Habitat for Humanity (GRHFH) requires the completion of this form prior to scheduling youth ages 16-17 years old to volunteer at the ReStore.

As the parent or guardian of ________________________________ age _______ who will volunteer on ______________________ at the GRHFH ReStore. I grant permission for them to volunteer assisting with daily projects in our retail / warehouse environment.

Volunteer’s e-mail address ____________________________________________________

My child and I understand that:
This is a real-life warehouse requiring volunteers to be aware of safety measures and to follow instructions provided by their supervisors.

For their own safety, 16-17 year old volunteers may be limited in the type of tasks they may perform and tools they may use. (Teens are prohibited from using power tools and working on tall ladders or high scaffolding).

Safety is more important than completing a task quickly.

While my child is with Habitat, Habitat staff are responsible for their safety and well-being at the store. Volunteers are signed up to work a complete shift but if for some reason they must leave early, they MUST inform their supervisor of that fact and refrain from “just leaving”.

GRHFH carries secondary insurance. This means that if a volunteer is injured and there are expenses not covered by their own medical insurance, GRHFH’s insurance will typically cover those expenses.

I understand that my child must sign in at the ReStore and provide an Emergency Contact name and phone number. I am aware of the potential hazards associated with warehouse work. I also agree to read all materials sent to my child regarding GRHFH history and purpose, confirmation details, etc.

Parent Name ______________________________________________
Parent Signature ______________________________________ Date __________